
Knighton Normal School 
Parent Nomination Form for Gifted/Talented Children 

 

This form has been completed for _________________ who was born __________   
 

Please tick the box which best describes your child. 

 

 

Critical Always Frequently At times Never 

1. Is curious and asks questions     

2. Learns rapidly, easily grasping underlying principals     

3. Recalls a wide general and or subject specific knowledge     

4. Seeks to discover the why and how of things     

5. Showed an early interest in reading and writing     

6. Speaks fluently and uses a sophisticated vocabulary     

7. Thinks quickly , and is a keen and alert observer     

8. Displays logical and well thought out reasoning     

Creative     

1. Vivid imagination     

2. Writes stories/poems at home     

3. Enjoys reading      

4. Constructs models/charts     

5. Generates many original and novel Ideas.     

6. Has a keen sense of humour, and often sees humour in situations that others 
don't. 

    

7. Expresses ideas freely and is individualistic     

8. Offers original, unusual and imaginative responses     

Caring     

1. Is self confident     

2. Is social/outgoing     

3. Shows sensitivity/is compassionate     

4. Is reliable/responsible     

5. Cooperative     

6. Organises games and activities for others     

7. Is concerned about truth, equity and fair play often challenging 
decisions 

    

8. Is able to see merit and value in things.     

9. Shows initiative and independence     

10. Has strong beliefs and opinions     

11. Is wiling to accept responsibility (leadership)     

12. Is cooperative and tolerant of others     

13. Is confident with peers and adults     

General     

1. Enjoys learning     

2. Enjoys school     

3. Behaves excellently     

4. Plans and uses time well     

5. Not easily frustrated/adaptable     

6. Is persistent     

7. Enjoys intellectual challenges     

8. Self motivated      



 
Please comment on the following if relevant 
 

My child’s strengths, weaknesses and interests: 
(Eg. Maths, literacy, computers, science, creative, drama, sports, music and cultural) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

List any out of school activities/clubs your child is involved in. (including outstanding 
accomplishments) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Please note anything else you would like to share with us about your child. 
(Eg. Information on early learning, personality, characteristics, behaviour 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Signed: _________________________________                   Date:_________________ 
 
 

Thank you for taking the time to provide us with this important information 
 
 
 

Jackie Simpson 26 October 2004 


